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Usman Ali
Buildings are responsible for 40% of the overall energy
consumption. Buildings play a significant role in urban demand
and supply of energy. As such, urban planners, energy
policymakers often develop strategic sustainable energy
planning to minimize overall energy consumption and
CO₂ emissions. Planning at such scales could be informed by
the use of building energy modeling approaches. However,
due to inconsistencies in available urban energy data and a
lack of scalable building modeling approaches, a gap persists
between building energy modeling and traditional planning
practices.

This research develops a methodology for GIS-based
residential building energy modeling at multi-scale. Building
energy modeling usually requires geometric and nongeometric information related to buildings in a particular area.
The geometric input is extracted by developing building
archetypes using a data-driven approach coupled with
Geographic Information System (GIS) mapping. The nongeometric information is collected from Building Energy Rating
(BER) and housing census data. GIS mapping is done by using
the Central Statistics Office (CSO) small area and
OpenStreetMap data. The methodology is applied to Irish
building stock and building energy demand is examined on a
yearly basis. The modeling results indicate where and what
type of buildings have the greatest potential for energy savings
throughout the city. GIS-based modeling will aid the local
authorities, energy policymakers or city planners to identify
priority areas for implementing energy efficiency measures
and further improve sustainable energy policy decisions.
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48buses-hierarchical representation
Arash Beiranvand
These Two images belong to our current research in
ESIPP. We have proposed two new concepts termed
“coherent cut-set” and “coherent crack-set” to identify
congested flowgates within power grids. Very briefly, a
coherent cut-set is defined as a set of branches that split
the network into two connected components, with the
restriction that all the traversing branches have the
same flow directionality. Also, a coherent crack-set
refers to the minimum number of lines we need to
remove from a cut-set so that the remaining lines’
capacities are less than the amount of power which was
being transmitted between the sending part and the
receiving part before removing the lines. These cracksets are very important in terms of structural
vulnerability, because removing them guarantees that
the other lines of the related cut-set will be overloaded
(at least some of them) and subsequent events will
occur which result in splitting the grid into two separate
parts, so that one side, which is called sending island of
active power, has surplus power and the other side,
which is called receiving island of active power, is
suffering from the shortage of active power.
The first image is a hierarchical representation of case
48 buses RTS (two zones) under a specific operation
snap shot. In this image, all of the mentioned concepts
in the above paragraph could be found. Please note, in
this plot the thicknesses of the lines increase in
accordance with their loadings.
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118buses-sampleCutSet
Arash Beiranvand
Continued from previous
description…
An important point is the
difficulty of finding these cutsets. They may be
geographically dispersed. But
our suggested method is able
to detect them effectively.
The second image proves this
ability. This image shows a
sample cut-set for
nesta_case118_ieee. In this
figure, the red arrows are the
cut-set’s lines which also
show the prevailing
directions of active power
flow.
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Ode to the west wind
Eadaoin Doddy
A snapshot of the flow of wind
100 metres above ground level.
This wind is at hub height and
therefore can power our
windmills all over Ireland.
Ireland is in the perfect location
for wind energy generation with
a strong prevailing westerly
wind coming from the Atlantic.
Wind power generation is
strongly driven by current
weather conditions so by
improving meteorological
forecasts we can in turn
advance our wind energy
forecasts.
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Winds of the Beast from the East
Seánie Griffin
This is a contour plot of forecast
wind speed for the O'Brien Centre
for Science, UCD. This covers two
and a half days during "The Beast
from the East" storm in March
2018. Time is on the x-axis, height
is on the y-axis and the wind speed
is represented by the shading. If a
Nordex N90 wind turbine was
placed on the top of the O'Brien
Centre for Science, at a hub-height
of 100m, it would have been
expected to achieve an average
capacity factor of 0.983 during this
particular event (power curve
sourced from
https://www.renewables.ninja/).
This data is output from WRF
forecasts I produced as part of my
work in the work package MD3.
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Ismail Ibrahim
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UCD Campus Building Energy Use Intensity
Anjukan Kathirgamanathan
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Ionic Wind - Jaakko McEvoy
With the incorporation of electronic devices into all
aspects of modern life and technology and the strict
design requirements associated with this, there is a
need to diverge from existing cooling solutions such as
fans and pumps to new and inventive solutions. One of
these solutions, which has gained popularity due to its
multitude of possible configurations, low noise
generation, low power consumption and absence of
any moving parts is electrohydrodynamic (EHD)
cooling, also known as ionic wind cooling. When a high
enough potential difference is generated between two
components the stream of ions leaving the positive
probe will collide with air molecules in their path and
knock them in the same direction, resulting in an
airflow.
In the picture a probe and plate configuration is
shown, resulting in an impinging jet on the heated
plate (thin foil). The temperature of the foil is
monitored from below using IR camera and the air
flow is simultaneously visualized through Particle
Image Velocimetry (PIV). A high power laser
illuminates the air flow which is seeded with tracer
particles. The movement of these tracers is captured
with a high speed camera, allowing us to obtain the
velocity in the corona jet and surrounding regions.
Characterisation of the velocity and cooling potential
as a function of input power, probe/plate geometry
and separation distance is of key importance if the
technology is to be utilised in real life solutions in the
future.
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The Spatial Gradients of a Correlation
João Monteiro Correia

This plot is showing the correlation score between solar short-wave radiation and the North Atlantic
Oscillation (NAO) index, for the aggregated winter (DJF) season covering the Euro-Atlantic sector. Plot
refers to a the period of 1981 – 2015, using a recently released global gridded dataset (ERA5). Red (blue)
hatched locations are sunnier (cloudier) than average when the NAO index is strongly positive and
cloudier (sunnier) than average when the NAO index is strongly negative. The NAO index is a measure of
atmospheric pressure anomalies, and this plot indicates that the NAO influences, to some extent, the
inter-annual variability of surface incident solar SW radiation in some areas. While this was known in the
scientific community (namely the north-south correlation gradients seen across Europe), the complexity
of the NAO-SW relationship wasn’t much further explored, and this plot illustrates how that relationship
can vary significantly not only across north-south geographical transects but also across west-east
transects (note, for example, the spatial variabillity of the correlation score over both the landmasses of
Ireland and Britain). This plot is part of ongoing work, and some findings related to this work have
resulted in a submitted manuscript which is under review.
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One Year of Solar Variability in Dublin
João Monteiro Correia
This is a “hand-made” plot based on previously computed plots. Those
previously computed plots are essentially array plots of renewable
energy resources’ intensity over one year, with the horizontal xx axis
showing the hour of the day (from midnight to the following midnight),
and the vertical yy axis showing the day/month of the year (from 1st of
January to the 31st of December). An array plot showing the incident
solar SW radiation on a medium to high latitude location would look
similar to the plot presented above (although with finer resolution).
This “hand-made” plot was based on an array plot of SW radiation over
the course of one year, which was produced on a computer using
Dublin’s airport pyranometer recordings. This “hand-made” plot
represents then one year of solar variability in Dublin. Some degree of
accuracy was attempted in this graffiti reproduction of a computermade plot, enabled in part due to the previous existence of the wood
framing. Note:
• The horizontal length of each square represents 2 hours. The
vertical length represents one month (the whole piece is 12 x 12
squares);
• The lowest row is January. The highest row is December;
• Midnight is the left-most vertical wood stripe. Midday (noon) is the
center vertical wood-stripe. The following midnight is the rightmost vertical wood stripe;
• Midday is indicated by the shiny golden egg on top of the piece;
• The symbols to the right of the piece (Moon, =, Sun, =) are
indications of the winter solstice, autumn equinox, summer
solstice, spring equinox. They are positioned in the right place on
the vertical axis. The daytime-night time cycle (ratio of black to
coloured bits on the horizontal axis) is consistent with the daytime
and nighttime duration in those days. E.g., on the equinoxes,
daytime duration = nighttime duration.
• The symbols and the egg were put there to give some clues to the
observer on what this piece represents, as the original idea is/was
to not reveal what it is – and let the observer figure it out
himself/herself by following the clues.
• The piece is roughly 190 cm tall, and was painted on a wall inside
private property with the consent of the owner of said property.
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Irish Network flow visualization
Alireza Soroudi
This image shows the
reconstruction of the flow
field within a centrifugal
waste-water pump through
numerical methods (CFD).
The rotation of the impeller
(blue) inside a volute casing
(grey) allows the fluid to be
moved within the pump
channels. The instantaneous
velocity field is captured and
represented through
streamlines (cyan/green).
Being tangent to the velocity
vectors, the streamlines
revolve around the wake
(yellow) as result of the high
velocity gradients
downstream the impeller
trailing edge.
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